

**Primate Practices**

**Materials:**
- Paper
- Pencil
- Fun facts about primates

**Objective:** Explorers will have the opportunity to get active and use their creativity skills.

**Lesson:**

Today, we get to think like a Gibbon and create our own song and dance. Did you know that they are the only known mammal species where the male and female sing a duet—each singing a different part?

To start your brainstorming, choose four different primates you would like to talk about in your song. Next, research at least two different facts you might be interested in or would like to share with others for each animal. Once you complete these steps, you can begin writing your song.

Once your song is completed, create a beat you would like to dance to that can go along with your song. All dance moves should demonstrate similar behaviors to your chosen primates. When finished, combine them together and you’ll have your very own primate inspired form of communication.